




[1865-04-22; letter from Polly D. Crowell in Dansville, NY, to husband Prince; no 
envelope:] 

              Dansville   April 22th 
Dear Husband 
  Your letters of the 14 and 16 are now before me    You complain that I do 
not write more particularly respecting my own health or rather my limbs    
why I have not written is because it cannot be told with an arethetmical 
precision    you recolect when Thomas wrote from Dansville the Doct said I 
could be cured but should have to remain 6 months at the cure and then by 
following his proscription would be cured in 2 or 3 years    I am much more 
comfortable here than it would be posible for me to be at home under my 
present conditions for it is not all of life to live    I think there are changes 
going through my system though slowly.   Doct Jackson has been parlized 
all on one side and he stands as a proof that paralysis can be cured  [over 
page]   I wrote to you or Persis about a man that came from Boston he was 
paralyzed similar to myself only much worse    he was here between 4 and 5 
months and though not perfectly cured yet so far and it was not thought 
necesary to remain here longer    And now my dear Husband let the result 
be as it may respecting my limb    I thank God for this privilege to improve 
my mind and strenghting my wasting system 
  I think it will all come out right yet    and now I will write about that 
almost worn out subject P Dillingham    you say it was left out to refferees    
I am rather curious to know who should have decided in such a way    It is 
too bad that Father should have to pay such a tax on the house    As to the 
furniture it is more than it is worth and I would say let Polly take it but it 
was our parents and it seems almost wicket [next page] to sacrifice it under 
any consideration    but I will leave it altogether but with your discretion will 
leave it altogether and with my brother and sister to decide    I have received 
letters from Persis and Chris    Persis letter seem to be full of hope    may 
she enjoy the full fruition is the sincere wish of my heart     tell her she need 
not trouble herself any more about the lace as the triming is partly on    will 
finish it when at home 
  As for Christopher his letter showed the state of his nerves and as Doct 
Jackson would say he has the nervous dyspepsia    if goes into business 
soon should try to keep his mind as quiet as posible  
  According to your figures it seem as if you had been very successfull in 
your buisness relations but if you could have a little more relaxation from 
your buisness might be conducive to your health  [over page]   I w[r]ote in 
my last letter that funds were needed or would be soon    my expenses are 
not as great as they were     yet it cost lots of money and I dont know but I 
shall get into lazy habits    at any rate I am lazy now    I have a nother room 
mate now which I really apreciate     she is from Illinois 
  Tell Edwin and Eva that they are forgeting mother    they must write 
about there school and every thing else that they can think of     give my 
love to all my friends and a good share to yourself 



             From Your Affectionate  
              Wife  P  D  Crowell 
PS    Abandon it thats the word    it comes hard for I dont believe father or 
mother ever thought or wished things to go in this way but I dont wish to 
please Polly so much as to pay for the furniture especialy at that price    
please inform in your next what brother and sister says about it 
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